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Published by the Romanian Academy, this journal was founded in 1956 – 
reason why it still bears in its title the original, Romanian name, followed by its 
English version. Yet, since 2007 it has became fully international, publishing 
academic articles in international languages only. 

 

REF/JEF is ISI–Thomson-Reuters acknowledged, and indexed in many 
venues (such as Arts and Humanities/Web of Knowledge). 

 

There are no payable fees for authors to publish with this periodical, thus 
only contributions of honorable and high academic standards are accepted; this, 
based on a serious/severe peer-reviewing principle and recommendation, which 
applies consistently. 

 

Worldwide colleagues are invited to contribute to the REF/JEF by 
submitting fully-developed academic essays, and/or book reviews, that pertain 
to cultural studies or to other related/cognate disciplines that have the traditional 
or vernacular cultures at their core. 

 

There also are no anticipatory themes or topics for each individual 
volume. The table of contents is shaped in accordance to the nature or contents 
of the accepted papers, volume sections getting titled and entries grouped as the 
articles can be directly or indirectly, by various elements or suggestions, 
connectable. 

 

Since intellectual quality of the works and ideas submitted are valued 
first, authors are invited to submit their articles as they were conceived and 
naturally took shape, any stylistic reformatting being requested only after the 
articles were accepted for publication. 

 

The REF/JEF yearly volume comes out by each autumn, and then all the 
authors are free to use, distribute or reprint their individual pdf.s with no 
restrictions. 
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